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Let S be a planar space in which all planes V are finite and contain N(V) + 1 
lines through each point p E V. Our main result states that, if IL1 > (2N( V) + 5)/3 
for any plane V and any line L of V, then N(V) is a constant N and S is embed- 
dable in a projective space. This will be a consequence of several other, more 
general results, giving sufficient conditions for a planar space S to be locally projec- 
tive and/or to satisfy the bundle property. ci_;l 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. LOCALLY PROJECTIVE PLANAR SPACES 
A linear space is a pair (S, p), where S is a set whose elements are called 
points and fi is a set of subsets of S, called lines, such that any two distinct 
points x and y of S are contained in exactly one line xy and every line con- 
tains at least two points. A subspace is a subset Y of S such that xy c Y for 
all x, y E Y, x # y. A triangle is a set of three non-collinear points. A pfanar 
space is a triple (S, B, y), where (S, fi) is a linear space and y is a set of sub- 
spaces of (S, fi), called planes, such that any triangle (x, y, z} is contained 
in exactly one plane n(x, y, z) and every plane contains at least one 
triangle. A planar subspace of (S, /?, y) is a subspace Y of (S, fl) such that 
Z7(x, y, z) c Y for any triangle (x, y, z ) of Y. 
A ciosure space is a pair (S, S), where S is a set and 6 is an intersection- 
stable set of subsets of S, called closed sets. We put niEG Aj = S, so that 
SE 6. If no confusion is possible, we often denote a linear (planar, closure) 
space simply by its set of points S. If (S, 6) is a closure space and if D c S, 
the closure 6(D) of D is the intersection of all closed sets containing D. We 
often write 6(D,, D,) instead of 6(D, uD,). If CE~, C#S(@), then the 
dimension dim C of C is the smallest cardinal number n such that there is 
an (n + 1)-subset D of C with 6(D) = C. Put dim(d(0)) = -1. 
If S is a linear (planar) space, then the set of all (planar) subspaces of S 
is a closure space. If DC S, then the subspace (planar subspace) 
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(D)(n(D), respectively) of S generated by D is the closure of D in that 
closure space. If Y is a subspace (planar subspace) of S, dim Y(dim, Y) 
will denote the dimension of Yin the corresponding closure space. I f  S is a 
linear space, we call a subspace Y of S with dim Y = n an n-space. A 
2-space is called non-degenerate if it is generated by all its triangles. If all 
2-spaces of linear space (S, p) are non-degenerate and if y denotes the set of 
all 2-spaces, then (S, B, y) is a planar space. In that case, we say that (S, 8) 
determines (S, 8, y) or that (S, fi, y) is linearly determined and we identify 
(S, b) and (S, 8, y). A planar space S is linearly determined iff all its planes 
are non-degenerate 2-spaces iff every subspace is planar. We call a planar 
space (S, /?, y) weakly linearly determined if all planes are 2-spaces. This 
implies that y is the set of all maximal 2-spaces of S. 
If (S, p)((S, /?, y), respectively) is a linear (planar) space and if D c S, 
then the restriction (S, /?) 1 D ((S, B, y) 1 D) of S to D is the linear (planar) 
space (D,plD) ((D,/IlD,ylD), respectively), where /?lD={LnD; 
LE/?, ILnDIa2) and ylD= (VnD; VEX, VnD contains a triangle). 
We say that (D, p 1 D) ((D, p 1 D, y ID), respectively) is embedded (planarly 
embedded, respectively) in (S, /?) ((S, fi, y), respectively). 
A generalized projective plane is a linear space (S, fi), IfiI > 2, such that 
any two lines of S have a point in common. Every generalized projective 
plane is a non-degenerate 2-space. A generalized projective space is a linear 
space in which all 2-spaces are generalized projective planes. A projectiue 
plane (space) is a generalized projective plane (space) in which all lines 
have at least 3 points. In a projective space (S, 1-3) all lines have the same 
cardinality k + 1. If IpI > 2, k is called the order of S. It is well known that 
a linear space S is a generalized projective space iff it satisfies the 
VEBLEN-YOUNG AXIOM. If p, x,, x2, y,, y, are distinct elements of 
XX,EPX,,Y~EPY~, PX,#PY,, then x,~,n~~~~+fa. 
If(S,B)isalinearspaceandifpES,putSp={LEB;pEL}.If(S,B,y) 
is a planar space and if p E S, we can define a linear space (S,, yp), where 
yp = {VP; p E VEY). Clearly, if W is a planar subspace of S, then W, is a 
subspace of S,. 
We call a planar space (S, /3, y) strongly locally generalized projective 
(SLGP) if for any two coplanar disjoint lines L, and L, and any 
p +! Z7( L, , L2), we have Z7(L,, p) n ZZ(L,, p) E /I. We call an SLGP planar 
space strongly locally projective (SLP) if no plane is the union of two inter- 
secting lines. We call a planar space (S, /I, y) weakly locally (generalized) 
projective (WL(G)P) if, for every p E S, S, is a (generalized) projective 
space. If (S, p, y) is a planar space and if p E S, then retranslating the 
Veblen-Young axiom for S, in terms of S shows that S, is a generalized 
projective space iff the following holds: 
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(VU,) If K, L,, L,, R,, R2 are distinct lines of S through p, L, c 
WK, L, ), R, c WK R,), ~(KL,)#WCR,), then WL,R,)n 
Z&h, Rd E 8. 
PROPOSITION 1. Zf (S, j3, y) is a planar space, then the following are 
equivalent : 
(1) S is SL(G)P. 
(2) S is WL(G)P and, for any p E S, the subspaces of S, are exactly 
the sets W,, W a planar subspace of S. 
(3) S is WL(G) P and, for any planar subspace W with dim,(W) = 3 
and any p E W, we have dim W, = 2. 
Proof: We first prove (1) = (2). Assume (S, /I, y) is SL(G)P and let 
p E S. Let K, L, , L,, R, , R, be distinct lines of S through p, L2 c ZZ(K, L, ), 
R,cZZ(K, R,), ZZ(K,L,)#ZZ(K,R,). Choose qEK-(p}, ~,EL~-{p), 
r2 E R, - {p}. We first show that ZI(q, 11, r2) n ZZ(L,, R,) is a line M,. If 
qrznR,={r,}, then M,=l,r,. If qr2nR,=(21, then, as qr2 and 
R, c I7(R,, R2) and S is SL(G)P, we have ZZ(q, r2, l,)nZZ(R,, L,)= 
n(qr,,l,)nn(R,,l,)EB. Similarly, ZZ(q,l,,rz)nZ7(L,, R,)isalineM,. If 
M,nMz={s}, then ZZ(L,, R,)nZZ(L,, R,)=ps~p. If M,nM,=@, 
then, as M, and M, t 17(q, rz, 1,) and S is SL(G)P, we have ZZ(L,, R,) n 
I7(L,, R,)=l7(M,,p)nZ7(M,,p)~/T Thus Sis WL(G)P. 
Let Y be a subspace of S,. But Y* = {p} u ( uLf ,, L). Clearly, Y* is a 
subspace of S. We will prove that this subspace is planar. Let {x, y, z} be 
any triangle of Y*. We have to show that n(x, y, z) c Y*. If p E I7(x, y, z), 
this is obvious. Assume p$Z7(x, y, z) and ZZ(x, y, z) d Y*. Let 
rEZZ(x,y,z)-Y*. As yzcY* and rxnY*={x}, we have rxnyz=@. 
As YX and yz c n(x, y, z), this implies that II(rx, p) n n( yz, p) is a line K. 
As YisasubspaceofS,,asy,zEY*andpEKcn(p,y,z),wehaveKEY. 
As K and px E Y, we have I7(rx, p) = ZZ(K, px) c Y* and thus, r E Y*, a 
contradiction. Thus Y* is a planar subspace. Obviously, (Y*), = Y. 
We now prove (2) j (3). Let W be a planar subspace of S with 
dim,(W)=3 and let PEW. Let ZZ(x,,x,,x,,x,)= W. By (2), 
(“~1% -YI-Y3, x 1 x4 ) generates W,, , so that dim W,, = 2. If x, = p, we are 
through. Otherwise, choose y,, y2~ W such that {x,p, x, y,, x, y2} 
generates W,, . Then ~(P,.~,,Y~,Y~)= W. BY (2), {P~,,PY,,PY,} 
generates W,. Thus dim W, = 2. 
We now prove (3) 3 (1). Let L, , L, be coplanar disjoint lines and let 
P $ n(L,, LA. Put n(L,, L2) = V. Then (n(p, L,)) P and (n(p, L2)) P are 
two lines of (I7(p, V)) p. By (3) (Z7(p, V)) p is a generalized projective 
plane. Thus (~(P,L,))P~(~(P,L~))PZ@ and n(p,L,)nlT(p,L,)~B. 
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PROPOSITION 2. If (S, /I, y) is a planar space and fp E S, then 
(a) if S, is a generalized projective space and if R 1, R, E f?, 
RI n R, = 0, p$ IIT R2) and if R, u R2 c X, X a 2-space, then 
n(R, > PI C--I W&, P) E P. 
(b) If S is weakly linearly determined, then S is SL(G) P iff S is 
WL(G) P. 
Proof Assume S, is a generalized projective space. Let R,, R2 E p, 
filn&=O, P~WR~,&), R,uR,c(x,y,z). Then Wx,y,z)x 
(x, y, z), so that 17(x, y, Z) =LT(R,, R2) and p$ (x, y, z). Let Y be the 
subspace of S, generated by px, py and pz. Clearly, U= {ag (x, y, z); 
pae Y) is a subspace of (x, y, z). Thus, U= (x, y, z) and Y contains 
(n( R *, p))p and (Il(R,, p)) p. As Y is a generalized projective plane, we 
have (n(R,,p))pn(17(R,,p))pZ0 and n(R,,p)nn(R,,p)EB. 
Obviously, (b) follows from (a). 
Every SL(G)P planar space S with dim,(S)>4 is planarly embeddable 
in a (generalized) projective space. (This follows from Proposition 1 and 
[ 1,2,7, 13 J. For instance, the set of all points, lines, planes and planar 
subspaces W with dim,(W) = 3, satisfies the conditions of the embedding 
lemma of [7]. The 3-spaces of that lemma should not be confused with 
what we call 3-spaces in this paper.) As pointed out in [7], the S(3, 6,22) 
is an SLP planar space S with dim,(S) = 3 that is not planarly embeddable 
in a generalized projective space. The planar space S is said to satisfy the 
bundle property if whenever L,, L,, L,, L, are four disjoint lines of S, no 
three of which are coplanar, and at least live of the six pairs (L,, L,}, i# j, 
are coplanar, then all six of the pairs are coplanar. Kahn [6 3 proved that 
every SLP planar space S with dim,(S) = 3 satisfying the bundle property 
is planarly embeddable in a projective space. If a planar space S is planarly 
embeddable in a (generalized) projective space, then S satisfies the bundle 
property, but is not necessarily WLGP. 
There are WLP planar spaces that are not SLP. Examples can be 
obtained by using a well-known doubling construction for Steiner 
quadruple systems. Let (Y, PO, yO) be an afline space of order 2 and dimen- 
sion IZ B 3. Put S= Y x (0, 1 }, let p consist of all 2-subsets of S and let y 
consist of all 4-subsets {(a, i), (b, i), (c, i), (d,j)}, {a, b, c, d) EYE, {i,j} = 
(0, 11, as well as of all I-subsets {(a, 0), (a, I), (b, O), (6, 1) >, a, b E Y, a # b. 
It is a routine matter to check that S is a WLP planar space that is not 
SLP. Moreover, S does not satisfy the bundle property. 
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2. THE MAIN RESULT 
If (S, fl) is a linear space, /? # @, put N(S) = sup{ IS,\ - 1; p E S}, n(S) = 
min( IS,\ - 1; PE S), M(S) = sup{ IL1 - 1; LE a}, and m(S) = min(JLJ - 1; 
L E fl}. If Ifl\ 22, then obviously m(S) < n(S), M(S) d N(S), and N(S) is 
finite iff S is finite. If S is a projective plane of order k, then M(S) = 
m(S) = N(S) = n(S) = k. (This is the main motivation for the “- 1” in the 
above definitions.) It is easy to see that a finite linear space S is a projective 
plane iff 2 < m(S) = N(S). Our main result is 
PROPOSITION 3. Let (S, fl, y ) be a planar space, 1~1 2 2. Suppose that, for 
every VE y, V is finite, N(V) = n( V), and m( V) >, (2N( V) + 2)/3. Then N( V) 
is a constant N. Moreover, (S, p, y) is SLP and planarly embeddable in a 
projective space. 
Proposition 3 will be a consequence of several other, more general 
results. As these results are of some interest in their own right and may be 
helpful in numerical or geometric improvements of Proposition 3, we state 
and prove them in greater generality than strictly needed to prove 
Proposition 3. We will first study a class of mappings resembling perspec- 
tivities. Then we use these to investigate combinatorial properties of planar 
spaces implying the bundle property. Next, we study properties that, 
assuming the bundle property, imply SLP. Putting all of this together, we 
finally get Proposition 3 as a corollary. 
Buekenhout [3] proved that if every plane of a planar space S is an 
affine plane of order k > 4, then S is an afline space. Hall [S] showed that 
this is no longer true for k = 3. As a corollary of Proposition 3, we get 
Buekenhout’s result for all finite k > 5, but not for k = 4. It made no sense 
to use separate techniques to get this case. Indeed, any generalization of 
Buekenhout’s theorem we could hope to obtain by doing so, is already 
contained in [I 11, Chap. 51. Frank [4] gave some numerical conditions for 
the planes of an SLP planar space that imply the bundle property and 
thus, planar embeddability in a projective space. These numerical con- 
ditions are less strict than those of Proposition 3 for N(V) < 13, but are 
stricter for finite N(V) B 17. For N(V) = 14, 15, and 16, both Proposition 3 
and Frank’s result require m(V) > N( V) -4. We cannot use Frank’s 
theorem to improve Proposition 3 for small N(V), because it assumes SLP 
and our techniques for proving SLP use the bundle property. 
Before we can state the results that will lead to Proposition 3, we need to 
look at some further combinatorial properties of linear spaces. If (S, fi) is a 
linear space, if L,, L,Eb, pfzS-(L1uL,), put s(p, L,, L2)= ((RESp; 
RnL,#0, RnL,#0}1. 
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PROPOSITION 4. Zf (S, /I) is a hear space, if L, , L, E p, p E S - 
(4 ULd, then S(P, L, LA> l&l + IU -N(S)- 1. 
Proof: There are IS,/ - lLil lines R E S, with R n Li = @, i = 1, 2. Thus 
4Pt Ll, LA 2 ISpI - (IqJ - I&l)- (I&l - ILzl~ = WI1 + I&l - ISpI 2 
LI + IL21 -NW - 1. 
If (S, p) is a linear space, if i, m E N, put hj( S, m)( g,(S, m), 
respectively) = inf(s(p, L,, L2); L,, L, E /I, L, # L,, p E S - (L, u L,), 
lL,(dm, L,nL,#@ (=@, respectively), s(p, L1, L,)>:i}. (We think of 
inf (21 as a largest element adjoined to the class of all cardinal numbers,) 
Put hi(S) = hi(S, 0) and gi(S) = g,(S, 0). Obviously h,(S) > 1 and 
MS, ml = k(S, ml- 
If (S, 0) is a linear space, I/?/ 22 and if S is not the union of two inter- 
secting (disjoint, respectively) lines, put H(S) (G(S), respectively) = sup{ n; 
n a cardinal number such that for all lines L, , L, E /?, L, # L,, with 
L, n L, # 0 (L, n Lz = 0, respectively), there is a p E S - (L, u L2) such 
that s(p, L, , L,) >, n ). (Again, we adjoin a largest element to the class of all 
cardinal numbers. This is relevant for G(S) if S is a generalized projective 
plane.) If IpI < 1 or if S is the union of two intersecting (disjoint, respec- 
tively) lines, put H(S) (G(S), respectively) = 0. 
3. A CLASS OF MAPPINGS IN LINEAR AND PLANAR SPACES 
Let (S, fi) be a linear space. Let D be a subspace of S. Let x E S, p E S - 
(Du{x)), qsxp-(Du{x,p)). Put c~(p,q,D,x)=~(~,q),(x,x))~ 
((d,d);deD]u((r,s); rES-(Duxp), sexr-{x}, rpnD=sqn 
0~0). Put X(p,q,D,x)=(x~S;3y such that (x,y)~a(p,q,D,x)} 
and Y(p, q, D, X) = ( y E S; 3x such that (x, y) E a(p, q, D, x)}. Then 
a(p, q, D, x) is a bijection between X(p, q, D, x) and Y(p, q, D, x). If no 
confusion is possible, we write simply ~1, X, and Y. Obviously, 
X(q, P, D, x) = Y(P, q, D, xl, Y(q, P, D, x) = X(P, q, D, x) and dq, P, D, x) 
= (cr(p, q, D, x)))‘. The set of fixed points of cr(p, q, D, x) is exactly 
Du {x}. If R is a line through x, then (a(~, q, D, x))(R)c R. One can 
think of a(p, q, D, x) as a kind of partial perspectivity. In general, a will 
not be an isomorphism between (S, /?)I X and (S, /?) I Y. However, if 
(S, B, y) is a planar space and D is a planar subspace of S, then a comes 
sufficiently close to being an isomorphism between (S, p) 1 X and (S, fl) 1 Y, 
to be useful. Indeed, we have 
PROPOSITION 5. Zf (S, /I, y ) is a pl anar space, if D is a planar subspace oj 
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S, ifx~S, YES-(Du {x}), qexp-(Du {x,p}), and if R is a line not 
coplanar with xp, then (a(p, q, D, x))(R) is contained in a line. 
Proof: If lR n XI < 2 or R c D, the proposition is trivial. Let 
a, b E (Rn X) - D, a # b. We have to prove that, for every CE R n X, 
(a(a), a(b), a(c)> are collinear. Put {k} = up n D = a(a)q n D, (I} = bp n 
D = a(b)q n D. If CED, we have (c, k, 1} c n( R, p) n D and 
{a(a),a(b),a(c))cl7(c,k,q)nLZ(R,x). If c#D, put {mf=cpnD= 
a(c)q n D. 
We have {k, I, m} c LZ(p, R) n D and {a(a), a(b), a(c)} c LT(k, 1, q) n 
n(x, RI. 
PROPOSITION 6. rf (S, /I, y ) is a planar space, ij” D is a planar subspace of 
S, if XES, YES-(Du ix}), qexp-(Du (x,p}), rES-(Duxp), 
(r,s)Eatp,q,D,x), u~X(p,q,D,x)-117tx,p,r)uD) and ifurnDf@, 
then u~X(r, s, D, x) and (a(p, q, D, x))(u)= (a(r, s, D, x))(u). 
Proof. Put urn D = (k}. As the line ur is not coplanar with xp, 
(a@, q, D, x))(ur) is contained in a line. Thus (a(p, q, D, x))(u) E ks and 
(ah 4, D, x))(u) = (a(r, s, D, x))(u). 
4. COMBINATORIAL PROPERTIES IMPLYING THE BUNDLE PROPERTY 
PROPOSITION 7. Let (S, b, y) be a planar space with m(S) > 2, satisfying: 
(P) If V, and Vz are two planes such that V, n V, is a iine L, if b E L, 
if Ri is a line of Vi, bERiandfxiEVi-(R,uL), i=l,2, then there are 
either only one (namely, 6) or at least three points y of L such that 
x,ynR;#@, i-1,2. 
Assume that all planes of S are finite. Let L1, L,, L3, L4 be four disjoint 
lines of S, no three of which are coplanar, such that Lj and Lj are coplanar 
for all i#j, {i, j} # (3, 4). Assume that 
(~~1 IL~I 2 wuw,, w+ 3)/2. 
(Qz) There is an XE Z7(L2, L,)- (L2u L,) such that, for every 
u E I7(L,, L2) - (L, u L,) with s(u, L,, L2) 3 1, there are at least two points 
aI,a,ELz with va,nL,#@ andxainL,#/2/, i=l,2. 
Then L, and L, are coplanar. 
Proof. Clearly, (P) implies h2(S) B 3. By (Q2), there is a point a, E L2 
with xa,nLq#@. Put xa,nL,={b,}. Choose c,EL,. As h,(S)a3, 
there is a point uEa,c,-{a,,c,} such that xunb,c,#@. Put 
xunb,c,= {w}. By (Qz), there is a point a,EL2- {a,} such that 
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xa2 n L, # 0 and vaz n L, # 0. Put xaz n L, = { b2} and vu2 n L, = {c~}. 
As {w, blr c2} c I7(x, a2, v) n ZZ(L,, L4), we have c2 E b, w. Thus 
(a(~, w, ZZ(L,, L3), x))(a,) = b,, i= 1, 2. 
Through every point ~EZT(L~, L,) -xv, there is at most one line of 
ZZ(L2, LX) coplanar with xv. 
Let in { 1, 2) and let 1~ L3,ajZ not coplanar with xv. By (P), there is a 
point t, E ail - (ai, I> with vt, n lci # 0 and xt, A Ibi # 0. Put xt, n lbi = 
{ t:l}. Then t:l= (da,, bi, fl(L, 9 LsL x))(ti,) = (m(u, W, n(L, > L3), X))(ti/). 
(The last equality follows from Proposition 6.) 
Put T,= { t,[; 1~ L,, ail not coplanar with xv}, i= 1, 2. We have 
(c((v, w, Z7(L1, L3),x))(T,)=17(L3, b;). Moreover, ITi1 3 IL31 - 1. 
Assume ZZ(L,, L4) is not a plane. Then ( T, u (a, } ) n ( T2 u { a2 1) = 0. 
Moreover, any line, not coplanar with xv, joining a point of T, u (a, ) and 
a point of T, u (a2} can have no further point in T, u T2 u L,, since 
otherwise, applying Proposition 5 would give ZZ(L,, b,) = ZZ(L,, b2) = 
ZZ(L,, Lb). There is an &,E L,, a,& not coplanar with xv, such that a, t,,,, is 
coplanar with xv, since otherwise all of the lines a, t,,, tZIE T,, as well as 
L,, would be distinct and parallel with L, in ZZ(L,, L3), contradicting Q,. 
As azl, is not coplanar with xv and t,$ E a,&, we have t,,,, +! xv which 
implies that a, t2to is the only line of ZZ(L,, L,) through t,,,, coplanar with 
xv. All the lines tzrot,,, t I! E T,, are distinct and parallel with LX, again con- 
tradicting (Qr ). Thus L, and L, are coplanar. 
Remark. Obviously, (P) and (Q2) are not intrinsic properties of the 
planes. However, if (S, /?, y) is a planar space with m(S) > 2, in which all 
planes are finite, then (P) is implied by (P’) h,(S, r) >, (r + 3)/2 for all r E N 
and (Q2) is implied by (Q;) gl( V, r) > r/2 + 1 for all VE y and r E N. 
5. COMBINATORIAL PROPERTIES IMPLYING EMBEDDABILITY 
PROPOSITION 8. Zf (S, 8, y) is a planar space, if h,(S) 2 3, if a E Iw, 
O<crd 1, if all VEY are finite and satisf?t G( V)>2, n(V)=N(V)>2, 
m(V) 3 aN( V), and 
(l-cc)[(l-a)N(V)+l] 
dmax(h2(S, 4 V + 11, g2(S, 4 V + 1)) - 21 
<I 
then 
(a) N(V) is a constant N. 
(b) Zj” S satisfies the bundle property, then S is SLP and thus, planarly 
embeddable in a projective space. 
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Proof. Let VI, V, E y, V, n V2 = L E 8. Assume R is a line of V, with 
RnL=(2(. Let XEV,-(RuL), l,,l,~L, l,#lz, xl,nR=(l(}. Assume 
r E V, - L, Z7(R, r) n V, = {r}. There are at least m = h,(S, Il,rl) - 2 points 
s ,,...,.LE~~~- (I,, r} such that xsinl;r#O, i = I,..., m. Put 
xsi n 1; r = {si}. As r;si c I7(R, r), we have I;sl n l,s, = 0, i = l,..., m. Thus 
Z7(R, r) contains at least h2(S, )l,rJ)-2 elements of the set X(1,)= (KEY; 
I;~Kcn(x,M),MalineofV,,l,~M#L,KnM=(a}.Ash,(S)>,3,we 
have m3 1. There are at least n =g,(S, Jl,s,J)- 2 points t ,,..., ?,E 
b, - IL Sl> such that xtin I;s’, # 0. Put xtin 12s; = {t:}. As 
1; t,! c I7(R, r), we have I; ti n 1, t,= 0. Thus I7(R, r) contains at least 
g,(S, 112~,1)-2 elements of the set X(I,)= {KEY; 1’,~KcZ7(x,M), A4 a 
line of V,, I,eM#L, KnM=@}. Distinct rE V,-L with n(R,r)n 
V2 = ( r } yield distinct elements of X(1, ) and X( I,). Thus 
l{rE V,- L;I7(R, r)n I/,= {r)}l 
( 
Ix(ul lX(~l )I
dmm h,(S,m(V,)+!)-2’g,(S,m(V,)+l)-2 > 
IV,-Ll (1 -a) 
’ CmaxhtS, m( V2) + l), g,(S, m( Vz) + 1)) - 23 ‘7. 
(Note that, for every line A4 of V, with Ii E A4 # L, we have 
I{KEX(I,);K~~(X,M)}I~N(~(X,M))+~--IMI 
< m(17(x, M))/a + 1 - IMI 
,<(IMJ-l)/ol+l-(M)=(IMI-l).(l-ol)/a 
= JM- (/;)I . (1 -a)/&) 
Assume now IV{ V,) > N( Vz). Choose N( V2) + 2 - IL/ lines R, ,..., R, of 
V, through I’, with R, n L = 0. There are at most 
(N(V,)+2-ILI)qV,-LJ~(l-cc) 
Cmax(h(S, mt VJ + 11, g2t& m( VJ + 1)) - 21. ct 
points r E V, - L for which at least one Ri satisfies 17(Ri, r) n V, = (r}. 
Thus, there is a point r E V, - L such that all ZZ(Ri, r) n V,, i = l,..., 
N( V,) + 2 - I LI are lines, yielding N( V,) + 2 - I LI parallels with L through 
r in V,, a contradiction. Thus N( V, ) ,< N(.V,). As V, and V, were arbitrary 
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planes intersecting in a line, we have N( V,) = N( Vi) for any such pair of 
planes. 
If W,, W, E y, W, n W, = {p}, choose a line L, of W, and a line L, of 
W, such that (p} = L, n L,. We have N( W,) = N(IX(L,, L2)) = N( W,). 
Finally, if W, n W, = @, choose a point p E W, and a line L of W,. We 
have N( W,) = N(n(p, L)) = N( W,). This proves (a). 
Assume from now on that S satisfies the bundle property. Let again 
V,, V, be planes, V,nv,=L~fl, RcV,, REP, RnL=% and let 
r E V, - L. We have to prove that ZZ(R, r) n V2 E /I. 
By the same argument as above, there is a line K of V2 disjoint from L 
such that Z7(R, K) is a plane. If r E K, we are through. Otherwise, let 
TIY, TN,,-,,, be the parallels through r with L in V,. By exactly the 
same counting argument as above, reversing the roles of V, and V,, there 
is a point SE V, -L such that 17(K, s) n V, is a line K’ and all 
Z7( rj, s) n V, are lines T,!. All the T: as well as K’ are parallel with L. As 
there are only N+ 1 - IL1 parallels with L through s in I/,, K’ = T:, for 
some i,. If T:, = R, we are through. If c0 # R, then R, c,, K, and T, are 
disjoint lines, no three coplanar, every pair coplanar except possibly R and 
T,. By the bundle property, R and T, are coplanar, so that Z7(R, r) n 
V, = T,. 
We now finally come to the 
Proof of Proposition 3. Assume (S, 8, y) satisfies the assumptions 
of Proposition 3. We have h,(S, r) 3 (r + 3)/2 for all rE N. Indeed, 
if L, L,EB, L, ZL,, PES-(LIUL,), ILlI 2 r, LlnL2Z%, 
S(P, L,, Ld22, then L,, -L and p are contained in a plane V. By 
Proposition4, we haves(p,L,,L,)kjL,J+jL2j-N(V)-l>IL,I+m(V) 
+ 1 - (3m(V) - 2)/2 - 1 = ILlI + 1 - m(V)/2 > lLll + 1 - 
(IL,I-1)/2=((LII+3)/2>(r+3)/2. Similarly, gI(V,r)b(r+3)/2 for all 
VEY and rE N. If VEX, then N( V)>m(V)> (2N(V)+2)/3, and thus 
m( V)>2 and N(V) 22. By Proposition 7 and the subsequent remark, S 
satisfies the bundle property. We have h2(S) = h,(S, m(S) + 1) 2 
(m(S) + 1 + 3)/2 3 3. Trivially G(V) > 2 for all VE y. Putting CI = 3, we get 
(1-2/3)[(1-2/3)N(V)+l] 
W)CmaxMS, 4 V) + I), g,(S, 4 V + 1)) - 21 
N( V)/3 + 1 
‘2[(m(V)+1+3)/2-2]= 
N( V)/3 + 1 
4 V 
NV)+3 <1, 
<2AqV)+2 
(Remember that N(V) > 2.) Thus, Proposition 3 follows from 
Proposition 8. 
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The bound m(V) > (2N( Y) + 2)/3 in Proposition 3 is used, in full 
strength, only to imply (P’). Nearly as demanding is (Q;). All other 
arguments go through with weaker bounds. Moreover, the techniques used 
to prove Proposition 8 seem more flexible and more prone to improvement 
than those of Proposition 7. In addition, assuming the bundle property, 
embeddability is a much weaker property than SLP and could thus, 
presumably, be obtained by weaker numerical conditions. Very powerful 
embedding theorems, using weaker conditions than SLP, are known. (See, 
for instance, [7-103.) Thus, whether it is possible to substantially improve 
Proposition 3 seems to depend mainly on whether there are better techni- 
ques for proving the bundle property than those used in Proposition 7. 
Apart from numerical improvements, one may also be interested in 
geometric generalizations. The condition N(V) =n( V) for all VEX, is 
needed for SLP. We do not know whether planar embeddability in a pro- 
jective space remains valid without this condition. One may try to not only 
get rid of the condition N( V)=n( V), but moreover to weaken the con- 
dition that all lines of V are large with respect to N(V). If one wants to 
admit at least one line of arbitrary cardinality, then the most restrictive 
condition one can put on V is to ask that V be an affino-projective plane. 
An affino-projective plane of order k is a projective plane of order k from 
which a subset of a line has been deleted. Note that this subset may be 
empty, yielding a projective plane, or the entire line, yielding an affine 
plane. In [ 11, Chap. 51, we proved that if all 2-spaces of a linear space S 
with dim S> 3, are aflino-projective planes (possibly of infinite order), and 
if at least one of these has order at least 4, then S is embeddable in a 
desarguesian projective space. If S is finite-dimensional, then S is a projec- 
tive space from which a subset of a hyperplane has been deleted. 
All affmo-projective planes are non-degenerate 2-spaces, except the affine 
plane of order 2, which is a 3-space. Thus, if all 2-spaces of a linear space S 
are affino-projective planes, then S determines a planar space. Note 
however, that the results of [ 111 are concerned with the linear embed- 
dability of S. If (P, p, y) is a projective space with dim P> 3, if D is a plane 
of P and if X is a subset of D such that (P, /?) ( (D - X) is an affine space of 
order at least 3 and dimension at least 3, then all 2-spaces of 
S = (P, /?) 1 (P - X) are affmo-projective planes. By definition, S is linearly 
embedded in P, but the planar space determined by S does not coincide 
with (P, b, y) ) (P - X). In fact, the planar space determined by S does not 
satisfy the bundle property and thus, is not planarly embeddable in any 
projective space. Examples of finite desarguesian projective planes contain- 
ing such a subset X were given by Thas [ 121. One can use [ll] to obtain 
theorems about planar embeddability by asking certain extra conditions. 
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For instance, it is an easy consequence of [ 1 l] that if all planes of a finite 
planar space S are afhno-projective planes of the same order k 2 4, then S 
is planarly embeddable in a projective space P in such a way that P - S is 
contained in a hyperplane of P. 
We do not know whether it is possible, by combining the techniques of 
this paper with those of [ 111, to substantially generalize Chapter 5 of [l 11. 
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